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Observational Study

Socioeconomics and attributable etiology of primary liver cancer, 1990-2019

Qing-Qing Xing, Jing-Mao Li, Xuan Dong, Dan-Yi Zeng, Zhi-Jian Chen, Xiao-Yun Lin, Jin-Shui Pan

Abstract

BACKGROUND

Primary liver cancer (PLC) is a major contributor to cancer-related deaths. Data on global and country-specific levels and trends of PLC are essential for understanding the effects of this disease and helping policymakers to allocate resources.

AIM

To investigate the association between the burden of PLC and socioeconomic development status.

METHODS

Cancer mortality and incidence rates were obtained from the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) 2019, and the data were stratified by country and territory, sex, and the Socio-demographic Index (SDI) level. The association between the attributable etiology of PLC and socioeconomic development status, represented using the SDI, was described. The attributable etiology of PLC included hepatitis B, hepatitis C, alcohol use, and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis. The association between the attributable etiology of PLC and SDI was further stratified by sex and geographical location. A confidence analysis was also performed based on bootstrap draw.
RESULTS
The age-standardized incidence rate of PLC was 6.5 [95% confidence intervals (CI): 5.9-7.2] per 100000 person-years, which decreased by -27.5% (~37.0 to -16.6) from 1990 to 2019. Several countries located in East Asia, South Asia, West Africa, and North Africa shouldered the heaviest burden of PLC in 2019. In terms of incidence rates, the first leading underlying cause of PLC identified was hepatitis B, followed by hepatitis C, alcohol use, and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis. Regarding stratification using the SDI, the incidence rate of PLC was the highest for high and middle SDI locations. Further, the leading attributable etiologies of PLC were hepatitis B for the middle and high middle SDI locations while hepatitis C and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis for the high SDI locations.

CONCLUSION
The pronounced association between socioeconomic development status and PLC burden indicates socioeconomic development status affects attributable etiologies for PLC. GBD 2019 data are valuable for policymakers implementing PLC cost-effective interventions.
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Core Tip: Primary liver cancer (PLC) is a common cancer with high morbidity and mortality rates. PLC usually occurs as a preventable disease. An association was identified between socioeconomic development status and PLC burden. The leading attributable etiologies of PLC were hepatitis B for the middle and high middle Socio-demographic Index (SDI) locations, and hepatitis C and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis for the high SDI locations. Our findings are valuable to implement tailored prevention strategies for PLC.

INTRODUCTION
Primary liver cancer (PLC) was the third leading cause of cancer deaths in 2020 following lung and colorectal cancer[1]. In terms of cancer-related mortality, PLC was the third leading cause in China[2] and the fifth leading cause in the United States[3]. The burden of PLC varies significantly in terms of sex and geographic region due to different risk-factor exposure. The major risk factors include chronic viral infections [hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV)], alcohol use, and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), and they have been widely studied in recent years[4]. PLC is caused by chronic hepatitis B (CHB) (60%) in Africa and East Asia, whereas chronic hepatitis C (CHC) appears to be the major risk factor in the Western world[5]. Thus, it is expected that the appropriate handling of risk factors can significantly contribute to the overall reduction of PLC-related deaths in the near future.

The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) database has been constructed to improve health systems and eliminate disparities; this database comprises a comprehensive catalog of censuses, vital statistics, surveys, and other health-related data. Policymakers can benefit from the GBD database as it enables them to understand the true nature of the health challenges of a country and the shifting challenges over time. In recent years, the prevention of PLC has been eclipsed by substantial improvements in PLC treatment. Given the marked lag between risk factor exposure and the development of PLC, even the well-proven prevention approaches would take decades to reduce the PLC burden. Although several prior studies have focused on the global prevalence of PLC[4,6], few studies focus on the tailored prevention of PLC. In this study, we focused on identifying the effect of socioeconomic development status on the attributable etiologies of PLC from a global perspective. We hope our findings will be helpful contributions for developing specialized prevention strategies for PLC. Considering the heavy burden of PLC, characterizing this association will help health workers to design tailored prevention strategies and policymakers to allocate research and clinical resources for implementing cost-effective interventions for PLC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sources
For this study, the incidence and death rates of PLC were acquired from the GBD 2019 (http://ghdx.healthdata.org/gbd-2019) that covered 204 countries and territories. The incidence and death rates were age-standardized according to the GBD 2019 world population recorded per 100000 person-years. The International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10) was adopted. The ICD-10 codes for PLC are C22-C22.4, C22.7-C22.8, and Z85.05 (Supplementary material, page 17). Mortality and non-fatal estimates have been described in detail in previous studies. Additional information is provided in the Supplementary material.

Confidence analysis
We assumed that the incidence or death rates in each year followed a log-normal distribution and that the rates in different years were independent of each other. Based on these assumptions, in each bootstrap draw, we measured the increase rates and 95% CIs based on the 25th and 975th ranked values across all 1000 draws. The 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles from the 1000 draws of the posterior distribution were used to generate 95% CIs.

Socio-demographic Index
The Socio-demographic Index (SDI) incorporates the mean education level for individuals aged 15 years and older, the total fertility rate in women under the age of 25 years, and lag-distributed income per person. The method of generating the SDI is described in the report by the GBD 2016 Mortality Collaborators. Further, the SDI was used to evaluate the effect of the development levels of a country or region on the burden of PLC based on data obtained from the GBD 2019 (Supplementary material, pages 1-15). The values of the SDI range from 0 to 1, which correspond to the development level of a country or region from the worst to the best. The SDI was categorized based on the references bound as low SDI, low middle SDI, middle SDI, high middle SDI, and high SDI, as shown in the Supplementary material, page 16.

Ethic statement
The study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of First Affiliated Hospital of Fujian Medical University (MTCA, ECFAH of FMU[2015]084-1).

RESULTS

Burden of liver cancer
Liver cancer is one of the most common cancers. In 2019, the global age-standardized incidence rate of PLC was 6.5 (95%CI: 5.9-7.2) per 100000 person-years (Supplementary material, page 25). Fortunately, the incidence rate of PLC has declined significantly by -27.5% (-37.0 to -16.6) from 1990 to 2019 (Figure 1A; Supplementary material, page 18). The main contributor for this drop was the decreasing burden of PLC caused by hepatitis B and the declining burden of PLC in the middle SDI locations. Between 1990 and 2019, the global incidence rate of PLC peaked in 1995-1996, and then, it decreased gradually. However, the incidence rate of PLC has not declined further since 2010 (Figure 1A; Supplementary material, pages 23-25). Before 2004, the incidence rate of PLC for middle SDI locations surpassed that for high SDI locations whereas high SDI locations exceeded middle SDI locations in terms of the burden of PLC after 2004 (Figure 1A; Supplementary Figure 1B; Supplementary material, pages 29-32). In terms of the incidence rates, the leading underlying cause of PLC was HBV, followed by HCV, alcohol use, and NASH (Figure 1A). Hepatitis B manifested the most drastic decline between 1990 and 2019 as the underlying causes of PLC [57.0% (45.3-71.4)] (Figure 1A; Supplementary material, pages 19-20). Stratified using the SDI, the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC was found to be the highest for high and middle SDI locations compared to those for high middle, low middle, low SDI locations (Figure 1A; Supplementary Figure 1B; Supplementary material, pages 29-32). Further, a declining pattern was observed for the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC in the high middle [53.8% (45.1-64.5)] and middle SDI locations [49.7% (41.1-59.9)] compared with the increasing trend in the high SDI locations [144.5% (130.3-159.6)] (Figure 1A; Supplementary Figure 1B; Supplementary material, page 18). Between 1990 and 2019, PLC caused by hepatitis B and hepatitis C showed a decreasing trend in the death rate (Figure 1C; Supplementary material, pages 21-22). Stratified using the SDI, the high middle, middle, and low middle SDI locations showed decreasing trends in the age-standardized death rate of PLC. In contrast, the high SDI location showed an increasing trend in the age-standardized death rate of PLC (Figure 1C; Supplementary material, page 18). Several countries located in East Asia, South Asia, West Africa, and North Africa shouldered the heaviest burden of the PLC incidence and death rates. For the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC, Mongolia demonstrated the highest burden [105.2 (82.6-131.5)] per 100000 person-years), followed by Gambia and Guinea (Figure 1B; Supplementary material,
Figure 1 Burden of liver cancer for 204 countries and territories. A and C: Age-standardized incidence (A) and death (C) rates per 100000 population for liver cancer from 1990 through 2019, stratified by the attributable etiology of liver cancer or the Socio-demographic Index; B and D: Age-standardized incidence (B) and death (D) rate of liver cancer per 100000 person-years by country and territory, in 2019. The maps in (B) and (D) are generated using the Global Burden of Disease 2019 tool. SDI: Socio-demographic Index; NASH: Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis.
Burden of liver cancer caused by hepatitis B

The global age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B reached its peak in 1995-1996, and then decreased gradually. However, the burden of the incidence rate has remained stable and has not declined further since 2005. By stratification using sex, the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B was found to be four times higher in males than that in females (Figure 2A; Supplementary material, pages 94-97). Moreover, the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B was found to be higher for middle and high middle SDI locations than for high, low middle, and low SDI locations (Figure 2A; Supplementary Figure 2A; Supplementary material, pages 94-97). Between 1990 and 2019, the decreasing trend in the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B differed significantly based on SDI regions, with the highest declines in the middle [40.3% (31.1-51.8)] and high middle SDI locations [44.8% (34.2-58.8)]. In contrast, high SDI locations showed an increasing trend [139.3% (112.1-173.3)] (Figure 2A; Supplementary Figure 2A; Supplementary material, pages 19-20). In 2019, the incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B differed dramatically between countries or regions. In particular, the highest age-standardized incidence rate was recorded in Mongolia with 27.3 (18.0-39.1) per 100000 person-years, followed by Gambia and Guinea (Figure 2B; Supplementary material, pages 85-88). Similar to the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B, the burden of the PLC death rate caused by hepatitis B was higher for males than that for females (Figure 2C; Supplementary material, pages 62-63). Between 1990 and 2019, the age-standardized death rate of PLC caused by hepatitis B decreased significantly in the high middle [39.0% (30.2-50.6)] and middle SDI locations [44.7% (34.7-57.4)]. However, the high SDI locations showed an increasing trend [113.4% (90.6-141.6)] (Figure 2C; Supplementary Figure 2B; Supplementary material, pages 21-22). In 2019, Mongolia had the highest age-standardized death rate with 28.2 (18.9-40.8) per 100000 person-years, followed by Gambia and Guinea (Figure 2D; Supplementary material, pages 67-70).

Burden of liver cancer caused by hepatitis C

Hepatitis C is the second leading cause of PLC. By stratification using sex, the age-standardized incidence rate and mortality rate of PLC caused by hepatitis C in males was found to be higher than those in females (Figure 3A and C; Supplementary material, pages 71-72 and 80-81). Further, the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis C was higher for high and middle SDI locations than for high middle, low middle, and low SDI locations (Figure 3A; Supplementary Figure 3A; Supplementary material, pages 73-75). From 1990 through 2019, the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis C differed significantly between the SDI regions, with the middle [59.5% (46.5-76.3)] and high middle SDI locations [63.3% (51.3-78.0)] exhibiting declining trends whereas the high SDI location [133.4% (112.5-158.2)] showed increasing trends (Figure 3A; Supplementary Figure 3A; Supplementary material, pages 19-20). In 2019, the incidence rate of PLC caused by hepatitis C manifested a substantial variance between countries or regions. The highest age-standardized incidence rate was recorded in Mongolia with 35.0 (24.7-46.8) per 100000 person-years, followed by Egypt and Japan (Figure 3B; Supplementary material, pages 76-79). Between 1990 and 2019, the age-standardized death rate of PLC caused by hepatitis C decreased significantly in high middle [57.9% (47.5-71.1)] and middle SDI locations [58.7% (46.2-74.4)]. However, the high SDI locations showed an increasing trend [119.5% (101.8-139.8)] (Figure 3C; Supplementary Figure 3B; Supplementary material, pages 21-22). In 2019, Mongolia had the highest age-standardized death rate with 40.3 (28.6-53.3) per 100000 person-years, followed by Egypt and Thailand (Figure 3D; Supplementary material, pages 85-88).

Burden of liver cancer caused by alcohol use

For PLC caused by alcohol use, the age-standardized incidence rate in males was four times higher than that in females (Figure 4A; Supplementary material, pages 89-90). Similar to PLC caused by hepatitis C, the age-standardized incidence rate of PLC caused by alcohol use was found to be higher for high SDI locations than other SDI locations when stratified using the SDI (Figure 4A; Supplementary Figure 4A; Supplementary material, pages 91-93). From 1990 through 2019, there was a notable difference in the trends for age-standardized incidence rates of PLC caused by alcohol use between SDI regions; high middle SDI locations [72.7% (54.3-96.4)] showed a significant decline. In contrast, high SDI locations showed a significant increase [163.5% (126.4-209.8)] (Figure 4A; Supplementary Figure 4A; Supplementary material, pages 19-20). In 2019, the highest incidence rate of PLC caused by alcohol use was recorded in Mongolia with 31.8 (21.3-44.7) per 100000 person-years, followed by Gambia and Thailand (Figure 4B; Supplementary material, pages 94-97). Males showed a higher burden of death rate of PLC caused by alcohol use than females, which corresponds with the higher incidence rate of PLC caused by alcohol use in males (Figure 4C; Supplementary material, pages 98-99). Between 1990 and 2019, the age-standardized death rate of PLC caused by alcohol use decreased significantly in high middle SDI locations [67.6% (50.9-88.9)]. However, high SDI locations showed an increasing trend [141.2% (111.0-179.2)] (Figure 4C; Supplementary Figure 4B; Supplementary material, pages 21-22). In 2019, Mongolia had the highest age-standardized death rate with 34.2 (23.1-47.8) per 100000 person-years, followed by
Figure 2 Burden of liver cancer caused by hepatitis B for 204 countries and territories. A and C: Age-standardized incidence (A) and death (C) rates per 100000 population of liver cancer caused by hepatitis B from 1990 through 2019, stratified by sex or the Socio-demographic Index; B and D: Age-standardized incidence (B) and death (D) rate of liver cancer caused by hepatitis B per 100000 person-years by country and territory, in 2019. The maps in (B) and (D) are generated using the Global Burden of Disease 2019 tool. SDI: Socio-demographic Index.
Figure 3 Burden of liver cancer caused by hepatitis C for 204 countries and territories. A and C: Age-standardized incidence (A) and death (C) rate per 100,000 population of liver cancer caused by hepatitis C from 1990 through 2019, stratified by sex or the Socio-demographic Index; B and D: Age-standardized incidence (B) and death (D) rate of liver cancer caused by hepatitis C per 100,000 person-years by country and territory, in 2019. The maps in (B) and (D) are generated using the Global Burden of Disease 2019 tool. SDI: Socio-demographic Index.
Gambia and Thailand (Figure 4D; Supplementary material, pages 103-106).

**Burden of liver cancer caused by NASH**

By stratification using sex, the age-standardized incidence and mortality rates of PLC attributed to NASH in males was found to be higher than in females (Figure 5A and C; Supplementary material, pages 107-108 and 116-117). Similar to the geographical variance observed in PLC caused by alcohol use, the highest age-standardized incidence and death rates of PLC attributed to NASH were reported in the high and middle SDI locations (Figure 5A and C). Between 1990 and 2019, a remarkable difference was observed in the trends of age-standardized incidence rates of PLC attributed to NASH between SDI regions, with the high middle SDI locations [72.9% (55.1-96.0)] showing a declining trend and the high SDI locations showing an increasing trend [182.9% (135.4-248.6)] (Figure 5A; Supplementary Figure 5A; Supplementary material, pages 19-20). The changing pattern for the age-standardized death rate across SDI locations was comparable to that observed in the incidence rate of the same period. In 2019, Mongolia [7.6 (4.9-11.4)] depicted the highest age-standardized incidence rate, followed by Gambia and Qatar (Figure 5B; Supplementary material, pages 112-115). Similar to the order of age-standardized incidence rate, Mongolia [8.7 (5.6-12.9)], Gambia, and Guinea had the highest age-standardized death rate (Figure 5D; Supplementary material, pages 121-124).

**Burden of liver cancer attributed to other causes**

In terms of sex variance, the age-standardized incidence and mortality rates of PLC attributed to other causes were found to be higher in males (Figure 6A and C). When stratified using the SDI, higher incidence and mortality rates of PLC attributed to other causes were observed for high and middle SDI locations than for low middle and low SDI locations (Figure 6A and C). Between 1990 and 2019, there were remarkable geographical differences in the changing trend of age-standardized incidence rates of PLC attributed to other causes across the SDI regions; the high middle, middle, and low middle SDI locations showed a declining trend, whereas the high SDI locations showed an increasing trend [144.8% (112.8-186.3)] (Figure 6A; Supplementary Figure 6A; Supplementary material, pages 19-20). The geographical differences observed in the age-standardized death rate of PLC attributed to other causes across the SDI regions were comparable to the incidence rate (Figure 6C; Supplementary Figure 6B; Supplementary material, pages 21-22). The highest incidence and death rates of PLC attributed to other causes were observed for Mongolia, Gambia, and Guinea (Figure 6B and D; Supplementary material, pages 130-133 and 139-142).

**DISCUSSION**

**Main findings**

Based on the data from the GBD 2019, we explored the global burden of PLC and focused on the relationship between socioeconomics and the attributable etiologies of PLC. Our main findings are listed below: (1) Global incidence and mortality rates of PLC declined between 1990 and 2019. The decreasing burden of PLC caused by hepatitis B and the declining PLC burden in middle SDI locations was considered the main driver for this favorable trend; (2) PLC had higher prevalence in males; (3) The highest attributable etiology of PLC was hepatitis B, followed by hepatitis C, and alcohol use; (4) The leading attributable etiology of PLC in the middle SDI locations was hepatitis B and hepatitis C and alcohol use in the high SDI locations; (5) Before 2004, the middle SDI locations surpassed high SDI locations in terms of PLC burden. However, the high SDI locations exceeded the middle SDI locations in terms of PLC burden after 2004; (6) Between 1990 and 2019, the incidence rate of PLC decreased for the high middle SDI locations; it increased for the high SDI locations, according to the stratified causes of PLC including hepatitis B, hepatitis C, alcohol use, and NASH; and (7) In 2019, several countries located in East Asia, South Asia, West Africa, and North Africa shouldered the heaviest burden for incidence and death rates of PLC.

**Liver cancer**

The risk factors for liver cancer include HBV, HCV, alcohol consumption, metabolic syndrome, diabetes [11]. Although there are substantial variations between countries in the underlying etiologies; globally, HBV accounts for 33%; alcohol, 30%; HCV, 21%, and other causes, 16% of liver cancer deaths[4]. Similar to these findings, we found that the leading attributable etiology of PLC was hepatitis B, followed by hepatitis C, alcohol use, NASH, and other causes, based on the GBD 2019. CHB and CHC cause sustained or repeated inflammatory damage, followed by liver fibrosis and cirrhosis. After liver cirrhosis is established, the risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) increases substantially. Further, liver cirrhosis caused by NASH substantially increases the risk for HCC[12]. A superimposed condition can enhance the possibility of PLC. For example, alcohol use can contribute to the occurrence of PLC in the setting of CHC.
Figure 4 Burden of liver cancer attributed to alcohol use for 204 countries and territories. A and C: Age-standardized incidence (A) and death (C) rate per 100000 population of liver cancer attributed to alcohol use from 1990 through 2019, stratified by sex or the Socio-demographic Index; B and D: Age-standardized incidence (B) and death (D) rate of liver cancer attributed to alcohol use per 100000 person-years by country and territory, in 2019. The maps in (B) and (D) are generated using the Global Burden of Disease 2019 tool. SDI: Socio-demographic Index.
Figure 5 Burden of liver cancer attributed to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis for 204 countries and territories. A and C: Age-standardized incidence (A) and death (C) rate per 100000 population of liver cancer attributed to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) from 1990 through 2019, stratified by sex or the Socio-demographic Index; B and D: Age-standardized incidence (B) and death (D) rate of liver cancer attributed to NASH per 100000 person-years by country and territory, in 2019. The maps in (B) and (D) are generated using the Global Burden of Disease 2019 tool. SDI: Socio-demographic Index.
We observed an impressive association between socioeconomic status and the attributable etiologies of PLC. For high middle and middle SDI regions, hepatitis B was the main etiology of PLC whereas hepatitis C was the main etiology of PLC for high SDI regions; this was in accordance with another similar study[6]. In addition to the heavier burden of PLC caused by hepatitis C, the high SDI locations had a higher prevalence of PLC attributed to alcohol use. Given that the prevalence of drinking is greatest for high SDI locations and the least in low middle SDI locations[13], this finding was expected. Although viral hepatitis including CHB and CHC remains the most common cause of liver deaths, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a rapidly growing contributor to liver mortality and morbidity. A similar phenomenon has been observed in China. In 2016, NAFLD cases requiring inpatient care in China outnumbered their counterparts for chronic viral hepatitis[14]. In the United States, the attributable population factors for HCC were greatest for metabolic disorders[15].

Interestingly, the global age-standardized incidence rate of PLC due to hepatitis B reached its peak in 1995-1996, then decreased gradually, as was shown in the GBD 2019. Wide HBV vaccine coverage may have been the potential cause of this beneficial phenomenon. A genetically engineered hepatitis B vaccine was available in 1986. In China, vaccination against HBV began in 1985 using a plasma-derived hepatitis B vaccine. In 1992, a genetically engineered hepatitis B vaccine was licensed in China and managed nationally. The integration of the HBV vaccination into the Expanded Program on Immunization in China has reduced chronic HBV infection by 90% among children < 15 years of age[16]. One of our studies found that the global incidence of acute hepatitis B has decreased gradually since 1990[17]. Usually, a declining trend for HBV incidence precedes a decreasing trend of PLC incidence due to hepatitis B by 10 to 20 years. Similarly, wide HBV vaccine coverage may have contributed to the declining PLC burden in high middle SDI locations since hepatitis B was the most important attributable etiology of PLC in these regions.

According to the GBD 2019 data, PLC is more prevalent in males. In fact, this is in line with several other observations[4,11]. MyD88-dependent IL-6 production, Foxa1, and Foxa2 play a role in the gender disparity in PLC[18,19]. Furthermore, according to the GBD 2019, there were 534000 (487000-589000) incident cases, and 485000 (444000-526000) deaths attributed to liver cancer globally in 2019; these were significantly lower than those reported in the GBD 2017 and GLOBOCAN 2020[1,6]. In the GBD 2019, the mapping of ICD-10 C22.9 was changed to a garbage code because this would have included both primary and secondary or metastatic cancers (see also https://www.thelancet.com/pb-assets/Lancet/gbd/summaries/diseases/Liver-cancer.pdf). In clinical practice, liver metastasis originating from colorectal cancer or stomach cancer is rather common. Therefore, fewer deaths were mapped for liver cancer in the GBD 2019 than in the GBD 2017. That is, the data of PLC from the databases of the GBD 2016 and GBD 2017 may have unintentionally included cases of metastatic liver cancer.

**Prospects**

In recent years, incidence and mortality rates of PLC have declined in middle SDI locations, such as China and other Eastern and Southeastern Asian countries[20-22]. In line with these findings, the PLC burden has been declining in the high middle and middle SDI locations from 1990 to 2019 according to the GBD 2019; this decline has benefited from the decreasing trend of viral hepatitis, such as CHB. However, the incidence and mortality rates of PLC increased in high SDI locations during the same period, which is in line with several other studies[4,23,24]. After 2004, the PLC burden in high SDI locations surpassed that in middle SDI locations. Several factors contributed to this reversal. First, hepatitis B was the leading attributable etiology of PLC in middle SDI locations. However, vaccination coverage for hepatitis B contributed to the declining trend of PLC in the middle SDI locations. Second, the increasing trend of PLC burden in high SDI locations was attributed to the increasing prevalence of alcohol use and metabolic risk factors for HCC, including metabolic syndrome, obesity, type II diabetes, and NASH[11,13]. As shown in Figures 4A, 4C, 5A and 5C, the gradually increasing burdens of alcohol use and NASH aggravated the burden of PLC in high SDI locations. The epidemiology of HCC has been shifting away from a disease predominated by viral hepatitis to NASH. A similar phenomenon was observed in the United States[25]. Thus, maintaining adequate surveillance of alcohol abuse and NASH is vital to develop strategies against the burden of PLC caused by these conditions.

**Prevention**

Although PLC causes a heavy burden of cancer incidence and mortality, it (to be precise, HCC) can be prevented by avoiding the risk factors. Compared with the cohort without vaccination, universal HBV vaccination reduced the relative prevalence of HBsAg to 0.24 (0.16-0.35)[26]. Similarly, escalating vaccination policy in China has significantly reduced the prevalence of HBsAg in the recent three decades[16]. Given the heavy burden of PLC caused by hepatitis B in middle and high middle SDI locations, universal HBV vaccination in these areas is considered a practical and principal strategy to minimize the liver cancer burden. Data have indicated that universal HBV vaccination has contributed to a dramatic decline in the PLC burden in several countries and regions[27,28]. For CHB or HBV-related liver cirrhosis, effective antiviral treatment should be provided based on the relative guidelines[29]. Treatment with > 5 years of oral antiviral therapy effectively decreases the HCC incidence regardless of whether patients have baseline cirrhosis[30]. The early diagnosis of CHB and CHC before liver cirrhosis is important considering that liver cirrhosis substantially contributes to the risk of PLC. In
Figure 6 Burden of liver cancer attributed to other causes for 204 countries and territories. A and C: Age-standardized incidence (A) and death (C) rate per 100,000 population of liver cancer attributed to other cause from 1990 through 2019, stratified by sex or the Socio-demographic Index. B and D: Age-standardized incidence (B) and death (D) rate of liver cancer attributed to other causes per 100,000 person-years by country and territory, in 2019. The maps in (B) and (D) are generated using the Global Burden of Disease 2019 tool. SDI: Socio-demographic Index.
areas where conditions permit, performing non-invasive examinations, such as liver stiffness measure, for individuals with high risk may be potentially beneficial. Unfortunately, there is no effective vaccine for HCV available now; however, DAA have made the eradication of HCV a reality. The achievement of an HCV cure before HCC diagnosis is associated with improved survival[31].

Globally, alcohol use was the seventh leading risk factor for deaths in 2016[13]. As shown in the GBD 2019, alcohol use is a major cause of PLC, especially in high SDI locations. This highlights the need for developing strategies to decrease alcohol use. NAFLD is the third-most common cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide and the seventh most common cause in the United States[32]. Considering the increasing trend of PLC due to NASH, especially in high SDI and middle SDI locations, the control or even reversal of NASH is of critical importance, and this can be attained with lifestyle changes comprising diet, exercise, and weight loss.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study: (1) There is a possibility of the underestimation of the PLC burden in low middle and low SDI locations because of inadequate cancer screening. However, underestimation of the PLC burden is an inevitable problem, especially in low middle and low SDI locations owing to inadequate cancer screening and lack of registration. Similar limitations have been reported in cervical cancer screenings in low- and middle-income countries[33]. Additionally, in one of our previous studies, the underestimation of acute hepatitis in low-income countries was evident[17]; (2) Insufficient disclosure of geographical variances in large countries such as China and the United States. The GBD reports cancer burden by country or region; however, a large country has significant geographical variances in cancer burden for the urban or rural regions; (3) The lack of finer data for complex cancer, as PLC can be further divided into HCC and cholangiocarcinoma. These subgroups of cancer tend to have different etiologies and exhibit different features in terms of incidence and mortality rates; and (4) The inclusion of undefined etiologies in “other causes” can be leading causes in certain locations.

Despite these limitations, the GBD 2019 data are valuable for policymakers to implement cost-effective interventions, address modifiable risk factors, and prevent PLC efficiently.

CONCLUSION
The pronounced association between socioeconomic development status and PLC burden indicates socioeconomic development status affects attributable etiologies for PLC. GBD 2019 data are valuable for policymakers implementing PLC cost-effective interventions.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Primary liver cancer (PLC) is a common cancer with high morbidity and mortality rates. PLC usually occurs as a preventable disease. Data on global and country-specific levels and trends of PLC are essential for understanding the effects of this disease and helping policymakers to allocate resources.

Research motivation
The association between socioeconomic development status and attributable etiologies for PLC is still unclear.

Research objectives
To investigate the association between the burden of PLC and socioeconomic development status.

Research methods
Cancer mortality and incidence rates of PLC were obtained from the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) 2019, and the data were stratified by the Socio-demographic Index (SDI) level. The association between the attributable etiology of PLC and SDI was described.

Research results
Several countries located in East Asia, South Asia, West Africa, and North Africa shouldered the heaviest burden of PLC in 2019. In terms of incidence rates, the first leading underlying cause of PLC identified was hepatitis B. The incidence rate of PLC was the highest for high and middle SDI locations. The leading attributable etiologies of PLC were hepatitis B for the middle and high middle SDI locations and hepatitis C and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis for the high SDI locations.
Research conclusions
Socioeconomic development status significantly affects attributable etiologies for PLC.

Research perspectives
Our findings are valuable to implement tailored prevention strategies for PLC.
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